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Map out norms for a wide range of variables in a precept corpus (± 45 normative works) and compare these developments to patterns of variation
and change in actual language use (multi-genre usage corpus: HiCoD)
 
M e a s u r e  n o r m a t i v e  i n f l u e n c e  o n  l a n g u a g e  u s e  ( c f .  A n d e r w a l d  2 0 1 2 ;  2 0 1 4 )  
across time (16th - 19th century),
space (North - South; center - periphery),
and genre (administrative texts - egodocuments - pamphlets)
 
Acquire  insight  into  factors  that  can inf luence normative impact  on language change (c f .  Rut ten  & Vosters ,  for thcoming )
operationalize influential factors:
- chronology of change (change initiated in language norms or usage);
- nature of the variable (orthography/phonology - morphology - syntax);
- envelope of variation (variables with a binary opposition vs. multi-variate features);
- metalinguistic salience (highly salient markers/stereotypes vs. features below the level of metalinguistic awareness; cf. Labov 1972).
 
Research questions
How do normative comments on individual linguistic features evolve over time and space? 
How do these features behave in language use across time, space and genre? 
To what extent are changes in language use enforced by an influence 'from above'?
To what extent do the potentionally influential factors exert an influence on normative success? 

Investigate what grammars can tell us beyond norms of correctness by carrying out a micro-level analysis, using a qualitative category-based coding
system to chart out the linguistic conditioning and social evaluation that grammarians attach to particular features or variants (Poplack & Dion 2009;
Poplack et al. 2015).
 
Invest igate the metal inguist ic  treatment of  features  in  grammars for  a  smal l  number of  grammatical  variables  
classify grammarians' comments in terms of: 
- the quality of the form (description - prescription - proscription);
- the linguistic constraints thought to be governing the use of the variant;
- the social meanings/stigma ascribed to the variant.
 
Research questions
Which differences do we observe when dating variability in grammars? How many possible variants of a feature are captured by grammarians?
Which social meanings, linguistic contexts and possible stigmas are ascribed to a variant by grammarians?
How consistent are the injunctions of grammarians? How do the injunctions evolve over time and space?
How do the developments in the precept corpus relate to patterns of variation in language use? Which differences do we observe across time, space
and genre?  
 
 

SETTING THE STANDARD
Norms and Usage in Early and Late Modern Dutch

(1550-1850)

SUBSTUDY 1:  BROAD OVERVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF LANGUAGE NORMS

The implementation and acceptance of language norms are described as crucial steps in the standardization process. Recent empirical studies,
however, show that the relationship between norms and usage is not self-evident (Vosters 2011; Vosters et al. 2014; Anderwald 2012, 2014; McLelland
2014; Kostadinova 2018; Krogull 2018). If and to what extent language norms spread to usage depends on various factors, but an overarching study
into this phenomenon is still lacking. My PhD project aims to fill this research gap with the combination of two complementary substudies, which allow
us to (re-)evaluate the effectiveness of standardization and norm implementation as top-down processes. 

SUBSTUDY 2:  LANGUAGE NORMS AS A WINDOW INTO VARIABILITY

ELINE LISMONT -  SUPERVISOR:  PROF.  DR.  RIK VOSTERS

FIRST CASE STUDY:  NORMATIVE EVOLUTIONS OF SPELLING LONG A IN CLOSED SYLLABLES

Prescriptions (explicit & implicit) long A in closed syllables per year and per area
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